“Theodore Richards is a unique and gifted social activist, one with a well
nourished brain as well as a conscience. His commitment to inner city youth
wounded as so many are by a culture that prefers consumption to compassion
and preaches couchpotatoitism over creativity, he has spent years bringing alive
the potential of young people in finding their in-depth selves and their place in
our amazing universe. In a previous generation someone of Theodore’s depth
and integrity might have worked out his vocation in a monastery. In our time,
he finds his way in the urban world of struggle and promise, despair and hope.
He is a philosopher-activist who listens deeply and walks his talk. What he is
learning is worth our all listening to.”
—Matthew Fox, author of Original Blessing and The Hidden Spirituality of Men
Theodore Richards is a poet, writer, and religious philosopher. He has received
degrees from various institutions, including the University of Chicago and The
California Institute of Integral Studies, but has learned just as much from practicing
the martial art of Bagua; from traveling, working or studying all over the world; and
from the youth he has worked with on the South Side of Chicago, Harlem, the South
Bronx, and Oakland. He is the author of Handprints on the Womb, a collection of
poetry; Cosmosophia: Cosmology, Mysticism, and the Birth of a New Myth, recipient
of the Independent Publisher Awards Gold Medal in religion and the Nautilus
Book Awards Gold Medal; the novel The Crucifixion, recipient of the Independent
Publisher Awards bronze medal; and Creatively Maladjusted: The Wisdom Education
Movement Manifesto, which radically re-imagines education. Theodore Richards is
the founder of The Chicago Wisdom Project and teaches world religions at The
New Seminary. He lives in Chicago with his wife and daughters.
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